Model/Print Release and Waiver

Between Myra Hencher Photography and _______________________________________ (Client)

As per the Canadian Copyright Law Bill C-11 (2012) the photographer automatically owns the copyright and the moral
rights to all photographs and video footage

Model Release
• This Agreement serves as a model release giving Photographer the irrevocable right to use the
Photographs and Video footage of Client, including any minors or animals portrayed in the Photographs /Video
footage, in all forms, media and manner, without any restriction, for advertising, trade, promotion, exhibition,
competition or any other lawful purposes in connection with Photographer’s services.
• Client waives any right to inspect or approve any Photograph used by Photographer in connection with
Photographer’s Services. This release is binding on the Client, and his/her legal representatives, heirs,
and assigns.
• Client is solely responsible for any claim brought by anyone portrayed in a Photograph (including minors)
with respect to Photographer’s use of any Photograph so long as Photographer’s use of the Photograph
is consistent with the terms of this Agreement.
Print Release:
Client is hereby granted a license by the Photographer to display any digital images or video footage provided by the
Photographer or purchased by the Client in digital or print form for personal non-commercial use only.

Liability Waiver
The Client releases the Photographer and all her Assigns, from all liabilities, claims and damages that may result from
any accidents, illnesses or incidents that may happen during the session. Client is responsible for their own safety, the
safety of those who accompany them, and the safety of each minor child and pet accompanying them during the
session.

Photographer and Client acknowledge that they understand and agree to the terms and conditions of
this Agreement.

Client: ___________________________________________________

Date: __________________

Photographer: ____________________________________________

Date: ___________________

Myra Hencher Photography
Valley, Nova Scotia, Canada
www.myrahencher.com

